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We examine this from a gametheoretic perspective and test our 
predictions using an agentbased model for fishers’ decisions coupled with 
a sizespectrum model for the dynamics of a single fish species. We show 
that smallscale gillnet fishers, operating without sizebased regulations, 
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productivity, in other words balanced harvesting. This is significant because 
it shows that, far from being unachievable, balanced harvesting can 
emerge without external intervention under some circumstances. Controls 
are needed to prevent overfishing, but minimum size regulations alone are 
not sufficient to achieve this, and actually reduce the sustainable yield by 
confining fishing to a relatively unproductive part of the size spectrum. Our 
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Catching fish in proportion to their productivity, termed balanced harvesting, has been 26 
suggested as a basis for the ecosystem approach to fishing. Balanced harvesting has been 27 
criticised as uneconomical and unachievable because of the level of micromanagement it 28 
would require. Here, we investigate the consequences of allowing a fixed number of fishers 29 
in a small7scale fishery to choose what size fish to attempt to catch. We examine this from a 30 
game7theoretic perspective and test our predictions using an agent7based model for fishers’ 31 
decisions coupled with a size7spectrum model for the dynamics of a single fish species. We 32 
show that small7scale gillnet fishers, operating without size7based regulations, would end up 33 
catching small and large fish in proportion to their productivity, in other words balanced 34 
harvesting. This is significant because it shows that, far from being unachievable, balanced 35 
harvesting can emerge without external intervention under some circumstances. Controls are 36 
needed to prevent overfishing, but minimum size regulations alone are not sufficient to 37 
achieve this, and actually reduce the sustainable yield by confining fishing to a relatively 38 
unproductive part of the size spectrum. Our findings are particularly relevant for small7scale 39 
fisheries in areas where there is poverty and malnutrition because here provision of biomass 40 
for food is more important than the market value of the catch. 41 
 42 

balanced harvesting; ideal free distribution; Nash equilibrium; productivity; size 43 
spectrum; small7scale fisheries.  44 









Balanced harvesting (Garcia et al., 2012, 2015b) has recently been developed as a systematic 46 
basis for the ecosystem approach to fishing (Misund et al., 2002, Zhou et al., 2010; Garcia et 47 
al., 2015a). The idea is to distribute a moderate fishing mortality across the widest possible 48 
range of species, stocks, and sizes in an ecosystem, in proportion to their natural productivity, 49 
so that the relative size and species composition is maintained (Garcia et al., 2012). The 50 
response to this idea has been sensibly cautious, as there is much to learn about how it 51 
impinges on aquatic ecosystems and the fishing industry (Burgess et al. 2015). Froese et al. 52 
(2015) argued that balanced harvesting (BH) could not be implemented, a view supported by 53 
Andersen et al. (2016). Reid et al. (2016) argued that BH would require an impractical level 54 
of micro7management. Howell et al. (2016) also raised important questions about the 55 
implementation of BH and what benefits might accrue if it is only possible to achieve 56 
something less than perfect BH.  57 
The purpose of this paper is to respond to the criticisms about implementation of BH by 58 
showing that it can emerge    	
 from individual fishers working 59 
imperfectly and inefficiently towards maximising their own biomass yields. Put another way, 60 
the behaviour of fishers themselves can generate BH, in the absence of external controls. 61 
There are of course constraints on this. First, our argument is about biomass yield in 62 
inefficient, small7scale, artisanal fisheries, not about market value of the catch in major 63 
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*%&''+*  Second, it is an argument about how 66 
fishing becomes distributed over body sizes of fish: it does not solve problems about total 67 
fishing effort that could lead to destruction of the resource. Third, there is no suggestion here 68 







that the yield from the ecosystem, aggregated over fishers, is at a global maximum when BH 69 
emerges.  Fourth, we demonstrate the result in a simple, single7species, size7structured 70 
ecological model. Fifth, there is no claim that all behavioural decisions made by fishers lead 71 
















Despite these caveats, given the prevailing view that BH cannot be implemented without 75 
detailed biological information and micro7management, we think it is important to be aware 76 
that BH can emerge in the absence of external controls. .
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How fishers choose the size of fish to target can be viewed as a game7theoretic question 80 
because the size7structure of the stock, and therefore the return to a fisher targeting a given 81 
size, is affected by the actions of the other fishers. The use of game theory in fisheries 82 
management originated with the seminal paper of Munro (1979). Most subsequent work in 83 
this area has focused on decisions of multiple players about effort levels, and the conditions 84 
necessary for cooperation and avoidance of overfishing (Sumaila, 1999; Bailey et al., 2010). 85 
The literature on behavioural models of fleet dynamics has demonstrated that accounting for 86 
human behaviour is a key element in effective fisheries management (Branch et al., 2006; 87 
Fulton et al., 2011; Milner7Gulland, 2011). However, models of fleet dynamics focus mainly 88 
on decisions about effort level, the distribution of effort over space, compliance, discarding 89 
and/or investment strategy (van Putten et al., 2012). Here, we are interested in individual 90 
fishers’ decisions about what size fish to target, in a fixed7effort context, and how these 91 
decisions aggregate to produce a distribution of fishing mortality over body size. To our 92 
knowledge, this is the first modelling study to address this issue.  93 







Our argument is in two steps.  First we show that fishers’ behaviour in a	
94 
leads them to a Nash equilibrium at which the stock biomass is constant over the exploited 95 
range of body sizes and each individual fisher obtains the same biomass catch. This state 96 
resembles the ideal free distribution in predator7prey interactions, in which the number of 97 
predators at a given location is proportional to the rate at which prey are produced at that 98 
location, and all individual predators obtain the same prey intake rate (Kacelnik et al., 1992). 99 
The ideal free distribution has also been used as a conceptual model for the spatial 100 
distribution of fishing effort and predicts that fishing effort will be distributed over space in 101 
such a way as to equalize the catch per unit effort among all spatial locations (Gillis et al., 102 
1993; Gillis and van der Lee, 2012). Our model gives an analogous prediction for the 103 
distribution of fishing over body size: that catch per unit effort is the same at all exploited 104 
body sizes and that fishing effort is proportional to the rate of biomass production across 105 
body sizes.  106 
The predictions stemming from the Nash equilibrium are independent of any specific 107 
ecological model describing the dynamics of the ecosystem. Since the Nash equilibrium is an 108 
idealised limiting case, our second step is to embed the fisher dynamics into a simple 109 
ecological model. This shows that the fishing mortality rate, aggregated over fishers, is close 110 
to proportional to productivity. In other words, the behaviour of the fishers, coupled to the 111 
ecological dynamics generates BH. 112 
We test our theoretical predictions using an agent7based model for fishers’ choice of target 113 
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 Although most fisheries operate in a multi7species ecosystem, and there is growing call for 129 
ecosystem7based fisheries management (Zhou et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2015a), we use a 130 
single7species model because our aim is to understand the mechanisms determining 131 
emergent, system7level patterns with respect to body size arising from individual fishers’ 132 
choices. This is best approached in a single7species framework initially, so that body size is 133 
the only independent variable and the results are not confounded by differing species traits 134 
and catchabilities. Extending this to a multi7species model is a priority for future work.  135 
Real7world aquatic ecosystems in which to examine these ideas are hard to find because 136 
almost all fisheries are subject to external controls (Misund et al., 2002). We present data 137 
from the  	
 in the isolated Bangweulu Swamps of Northern Zambia as a 138 
rare exception to this rule. These multi7species catch data are not directly comparable with 139 
our single7species model and not intended as model validation. Nevertheless, we find that the 140 
aggregated catch, which has been sustained for many years, encompasses a wide range from 141 







very small to large fish, consistent with a Nash equilibrium. These data are contrasted with 142 






We use a dynamic size7spectrum model (Law et al., 2015b and Supporting Information, 147 
section 1) for a single fish species living together with a fixed resource spectrum. The core of 148 
the model is the McKendrick–von Foerster equation for a size7structured population: 149 
 = −  	
 −  + 
, (1) 
This equation is used to calculate the abundance , 
 of fish with log body mass  =150 
ln/
 at time , where  is body mass and  is the mass of an egg. In Eq. (1), 	, 
 151 
and , 
 and are the mass7specific food intake rate and the natural mortality rate at log 152 
body mass . , 
 is the fishing mortality rate, which is calculated from the agent7based 153 
fishing model (see below). The rates 	, 
 and , 
 are calculated as functions of the 154 
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, (2) 
, 
 =  − 
, 
 ′ + ", 
. (3) 
In this model, the volume searched by a predator of log body mass  per unit time is , 156 
which increases allometrically with body mass. Predation rates are a Gaussian function  of 157 







the log predator:prey body mass ratio, with mean $  and variance %& . The function 
 158 
represents a fixed resource spectrum, which provides a food source for small fish (Eq. S5). 159 
The function ", 
 represents intrinsic, non7predation mortality that increases when the 160 
food intake rate 	, 
 is low (Eq. S6). A fixed proportion  of consumed prey biomass is 161 
assimilated into predator tissue, of which a proportion 
 is used for somatic growth and 162 
1 − 
 is used for reproduction. The reproduction function 
 is equal to 1 for small fish 163 
and decreases to 0 at the asymptotic log body mass ( = ln(/
 (Eq. S7). All offspring 164 
have the same initial body mass   and the abundance at size   is determined by the 165 
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+*  177 
The model is built around an explicit bookkeeping of biomass transfer as a result of predation 178 
(Law et al., 2015a): predators cannot grow or reproduce without eating prey. As a result, the 179 
size7spectrum model internalises feedbacks on the growth, reproduction and mortality rates 180 
that must be externally specified in other approaches such as yield7per7recruit (YPR) models. 181 
Although small fish can grow to a certain size by feeding on the fixed resource spectrum, 182 







they cannot grow towards asymptotic sizes without consuming smaller fish% 		  	183 
. If prey become depleted, for example by 184 
fishing or by depletion of adult spawners, their predators will experience slower growth (Eq. 185 
2) and increased starvation mortality (Eq. S6). Conversely, if predators become depleted, 186 
their prey experience a release from predation mortality (Eq. 3). For a full derivation of the 187 
size7spectrum model, see Law et al. (2015b).We parameterise the size7spectrum model to 188 
represent African catfish (
 
), one of the most commercially important 189 


















We develop an agent7based model to simulate the size selectivity of a fixed number )* of 196 
fishers using gillnets. We assume that the +th fisher contributes a fishing mortality ,
 that 197 
is a Gaussian function of log body mass with mean -,,, fixed standard deviation %* = 0.1 198 
and area under curve equal to : 199 
,
 = %*√21 exp5−
6 − -,,7&2%*& 8 
(4) 
This amounts to assuming that each individual fishes with the same constant effort; the only 200 
decision made by the fisher is the log body mass -,, to be targeted. This is a simplification as 201 
it ignores changes in individual effort and changes in the number of fishers that might occur 202 
as a result of variable yields, but is directly comparable to standard fisheries models in which 203 







the fishing mortality  is specified as a model parameter. The Gaussian function is equivalent 204 
to the log7normal size selectivity curves estimated from experimental gillnet catches in a 205 
small7scale fishery in Lake Kariba (Kolding et al., 2016a) and an individual fisher’s choice of 206 
-,, corresponds to a choice of mesh size. The aggregate fishing mortality 
 is simply the 207 








This defines the 
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* The 211 
biomass catch =,
 of the th fisher at time  is calculated from the size7spectrum model as 212 
an integral over body mass of the mortality rate for that fisher multiplied by the biomass 213 
density, which is the product of abundance , 
 and body mass : 214 
=,




After every time period ?* , the + th fisher has a probability @, = 1 − =,
/=max
	 of 215 
switching to a new target body mass, where =max
 is the highest catch of all individual 216 
fishers at time . Hence, the fisher with the largest catch at time  will continue with the same 217 
target size; fishers with lower catches are increasingly likely to switch to a new target size. 218 
The new target log body mass -,, is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution on D0, (E 219 
(or D*F,G, (E when a minimum target size regulation *F,G  is imposed). Thus a fisher’s 220 
choice of target size is always completely random, but if he/she happen to choose a target 221 
size that gives a relatively large catch, he/she is more likely to continue with that target size. 222 
However, if a fisher’s catch subsequently drops, for example if lots of fishers target the same 223 







size causing depletion of fish around that size and hence reduced catches, then they will 224 
become more likely to try a different target size. 225 
This is clearly an oversimplified model that ignores a wide range of factors that could 226 
influence fisher’s decisions about target size, for example: knowledge of other fishers’ target 227 
sizes or the current size structure of the stock; memory of previous catches; costs associated 228 
with changing target size; cooperation or any behaviour that is not strictly rational (Fulton et 229 
al., 2011; van Putten et al., 2012). However, the model is not intended to realistically 230 
simulate individual fisher’s decisions; rather, we are interested in the aggregate fishing 231 
pattern that emerges from this this very simple rule set at the individual level. This 232 
“complexity from simplicity” approach is the classic use of agent7based modelling 233 
(Bonabeau, 2002), for example the Schelling (1971) model of ethnic segregation and 234 
exemplified by Axelrod (1997) advocating the “Keep it simple, stupid” (KISS) principle. The 235 
aim is to learn about how simple mechanisms can potentially lead to emergent phenomena, 236 







At the beginning of the simulation, the size spectrum is initialised in the steady state of the 241 
model with constant fishing mortality applied at all body masses. The individual fishers have 242 
initial target log body masses -,,  drawn independently from a uniform distribution on 243 
D0, (E. The long7term output of the model is insensitive to the choice of initial conditions. 244 
A time interval of ?* = 5 days is used in the results shown, but using longer periods does not 245 
alter the long7term results, only the time taken to converge (see Fig. S3). For each time period 246 
?*, the size7spectrum model is solved using the method of lines. This involves using finite 247 
difference approximations for the  derivatives (using a mesh spacing I = 0.1) in Eq. (1) to 248 







obtain a system of coupled ordinary differential equations (Shiesser, 1991), which are solved 249 
using the Matlab solver . At the end of the time period, individual catches =,  are 250 
calculated using Eq. (6) and each fisher has a probability @, of changing to a new target size. 251 
Once the new target sizes are chosen, the aggregate fishing mortality for the next time period 252 
is calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5).This process is repeated for a total time period of 10 253 
years and the final size spectrum, productivity, aggregate fishing mortality rate and aggregate 254 
yield are calculated. Productivity J, 
  is defined as the product of biomass density 255 
, 
 and mass7specific somatic growth rate , 
	, 
. This is the total rate of 256 
biomass production in fish of log body mass  and has dimensions mass per unit volume of 257 
water per unit time (Garcia et al., 2012; Law et al., 2015b). Reproductive output is redirected 258 
into individuals of egg size  and so this is not counted in the productivity at body mass 259 
. After 10 years, all simulations shown had settled into a statistically stationary state in 260 
which the individual fishers’ target masses -,,  are still changing stochastically, but the 261 
aggregate fishing mortality, yield and stock biomass are no longer changing substantially. 262 
The overall fishing pressure is the product of the number of fishers )* and the individual 263 
fishing mortality parameter  . We investigate the consequences of increasing fishing 264 
pressure in a controlled way by increasing the parameter )* while holding  = 0.01	yr 265 






When a fixed number of fishers adjust their net mesh sizes to increase their individual 270 
biomass catch in the absence of size7based regulations, and undistorted by market prices, the 271 







predicted steady state is a Nash equilibrium (Nash, 1951). This means that each fisher obtains 272 
the same return (i.e. same biomass catch) and any change in behaviour of an individual fisher 273 
leads either to no change or to a reduction in that individual’s return. In the range of sizes 274 
being targeted, the biomass density must be a constant K∗because, if the biomass density 275 
were greater than K∗ in any size range, a fisher could increase his/her catch by switching to a 276 
net size in that range. This constant biomass spectrum is predicted to emerge as a result of the 277 
two7way interaction between the aggregate fishing mortality and the dynamics of the fish 278 
stock. However, the fishers make decisions simply by comparing their own catch to that of 279 
others and are not assumed to have any knowledge of the ecological dynamics. Importantly, 280 
these predictions are not limited to a specific ecological model for the dynamics of the fish 281 




Figure 1 shows the results of simulating the coupled fishing7size7spectrum model for African 285 
catfish.When the number of fishers is small, fishing has virtually no impact on the biomass 286 
spectrum (Fig. 1a). Although fishers sample the full range of body sizes, their adaptive 287 
behaviour takes most of them close to a unique target size, around 300 g, at which biomass is 288 
greatest (Fig. 1b). This convergence in target sizes is the emergent outcome of the agent7289 
based fishing model that results from fishers randomly exploring different target sizes until 290 





































'?#,*'+* A further increase in the number 297 
of fishers widens the range over which the biomass spectrum is flattened (Fig. 1e,g), with a 298 
smaller cluster of fishers remaining at the location of the original biomass peak (Fig. 1f,h). 299 
This outcome is close to the Nash equilibrium because the biomass spectrum is close to 300 
constant in the exploited size range and there is little variation in catch among individuals: 301 
99% of fishers in Fig. 1h obtain a catch that is within 5% of the maximum individual catch. 302 
The location of the productivity peak shifts as more fishers join the fishery, but fishers almost 303 













/ and is consistent with the ideal free distribution, where predation 307 
effort is proportional to the rate at which prey biomass is produced (Kacelnik et al., 1992).  308 
Figure 2 shows how, as the number of fishers increases without size regulations, the range of 309 
sizes being targeted expands downwards to include smaller fish and the mean size of fish in 310 
the catch decreases. These are conventionally interpreted as signs of overfishing (Welcomme, 311 
1999; Tweddle et al., 2015). However, it is important to note that, although small fish 312 
comprise an increasing proportion of the catch at higher fishing pressure, large fish are not 313 
completely fished out (Fig. 1e). Instead, as large fish start to become depleted, it becomes 314 
more attractive to target smaller fish than to drive the abundance of large fish down further. 315 
Figure 3 shows simulation results when the fishers are prohibited from targeting body masses 316 
below 100 g. The outcome at low fishing pressure is similar to the case without size 317 
regulations: the fishers can still target the biomass peak at a body mass of around 300 g (Fig. 318 
3a,b). However, as the number of fishers increases, they are prevented from expanding the 319 







target size range down below 100 g; instead, the majority of fishers target fish of the 320 
minimum allowed size (Fig. 3c,d). This results in greater depletion of large fish than in the 321 
case without size regulations (compare the truncation of the biomass spectrum at the right7322 
hand end of the graph in Fig. 3c with Fig. 1c).  323 
Figure 4 shows the aggregate yield as the number of fishers increases without size 324 
regulations, and with minimum allowed target sizes of 10 g, 100 g and 250 g. All four cases 325 
have a maximum sustainable yield (MSY) at intermediate fishing pressure. The case without 326 
size regulations gives the highest MSY and imposing minimum size regulations of 10 g, 100 327 
g and 250 g systematically reduces MSY. With any size7selectivity pattern, overfishing can 328 
occur if the number of fishers is above the point corresponding to MSY. %329 
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+* Without size regulations, the stock can support around 5000 fishers 333 
at MSY; this number reduces to 3000 with a minimum target size of 10 g and to 1200 with a 334 
minimum target size of 100 g or 250 g. Without size regulations, stock collapse at around 335 
7000 fishers; with minimum target sizes of 10 g and 100 g, stock collapse occurs at around 336 
4500 and 2000 fishers respectively. It is possible to protect the stock from collapse by 337 
imposing a sufficiently large minimum target size of 250 g, as this ensures that a sufficient 338 
number of fish always reach maturity. However, it is clear that doing this sacrifices a large 339 
potential yield and is not in itself sufficient to prevent overfishing.  340 
To check how robust our results are to model selection, we tested the following alternative 341 
scenarios for fisher behaviour, which are described in more detail in Supporting Information, 342 
section 2. Model 2: fishers have some knowledge of the size structure of the stock and a more 343 







likely to choose a target size where the biomass density is high. Model 3: fishers make large, 344 
random changes to their target size when their catch is low, but small, incremental 345 
adjustments when their catch is high. Model 4: fishers have some knowledge of their 346 
competitors’ target sizes and catches and copy the behaviour of a successful competitor. 347 
Results are shown in Fig. S3. In addition, we ran the simulations with the size7spectrum 348 
model parameterised for a different species, Atlantic mackerel (

) (Fig. S4), 349 
with a longer time period of ?* = 60 days between opportunities for the fishers to change 350 
target size (Fig. S5) and with the inclusion of random variation in the fishing mortality and 351 
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 
	  #,* >+*  All of these alternative 354 
models show the emergence of a flattened biomass spectrum and a close match between 355 
fishing mortality and productivity.  356 
 357 
A358 
Balanced harvesting (BH) has been proposed as a basis for the ecosystem approach to fishing 359 
(Misund et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2010; Garcia et al., 2012, 2015c) and is rightly coming 360 
under increasing scrutiny (Froese et al., 2015; Froese et al., 2016b). Among the criticisms of 361 
BH are that it would require an impractical and level of micro7management (Andersen et al., 362 
2015; Reid et al., 2015) and that the costs of implementation would exceed any economic 363 
benefit (Burgess et al., 2015; Charles et al., 2015). At a single7species level, balanced 364 
harvesting requires adjusting the level of fishing mortality according to the productivity of 365 
fish of different sizes (Garcia et al., 2012). Implementing of this fishing pattern may appear 366 

  to be very difficult, requiring size7based quotas, productivity data and catch 367 







monitoring (Garcia et al., 2015b). However, our results provide a counter to this argument by 368 
showing that BH of a single species can, in some circumstances, emerge as a result of 369 
individual fishers’ attempts to maximise their biomass catch, without externally imposed 370 
size7based regulations or monitoring.  371 
This result has its origin in a simple, conceptual framework for individual fishers’ size 372 
selectivity: Nash equilibrium requires that all fishers obtain the same biomass catch and the 373 
ideal free distribution implies that fishing effort is distributed in proportion to productivity. 374 
We tested the emergence of the Nash equilibrium and ideal free distribution in a single7375 
species size spectrum model coupled with a simple toy model for fishers’ choice of gillnet 376 
mesh size. These models do not accurately replicate the dynamics of a multi7species 377 
ecosystem, nor the complexity of real human behaviour. However, they do show that a 378 
balanced fishing pattern can emerge without either size7based regulations or the need for 379 
cooperative behaviour among fishers. This result comes with a number of caveats which we 380 
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Our model assumes that fish of all sizes are have equal value per unit mass and that 390 
individual fishers’ objective is to maximise the biomass of their catch. In commercial 391 







fisheries, large fish typically attract a much higher unit price than do small fish (Sethi et al., 392 
2010; Tsikliras and Polymeros, 2014). However, for small7scale fisheries in areas where there 393 
is poverty and malnutrition, the provision of biomass for food is more important than the 394 
market value of the catch (Beveridge et al., 2013; FAO, 2014). Small fish are often preferred 395 
in these communities as they are easily sundried and require minimal fuel for cooking 396 
(Kawarazuka and Béné, 2011; Longley et al., 2014; Kolding et al., 2016b). Our framework 397 
can also be extended to include a dependence of market price J per unit mass (or catchability 398 




 , where K
  is the standing biomass density. The Nash equilibrium still 400 
requires that each fisher obtains the same return, so J@K  must be constant within the 401 
exploited size range. This means that the biomass spectrum would be depleted more at body 402 
sizes whether either the catchability or the unit price is relatively high #
	
 	 403 

	
+* This is consistent with observations in commercial 404 
fisheries of steepening of the size spectrum caused by heavy depletion of high7value, large 405 
fish (Rice and Gislason, 1996; Blanchard et al., 2005; Hsieh et al., 2010; Shephard et al., 406 
2012; Tsikliras and Polymeros, 2014). The Nash equilibrium predicts that, at low fishing 407 
pressure, fishers will target the body size where J@K  is maximal and, as fishing pressure 408 
increases, will flatten J@K over an expanding range of exploited sizes. The precise details of 409 
the emergent fishing pattern that produces this outcome as fishing pressure increases will be 410 
the subject of future work. 411 
BH by itself is not a safeguard against overfishing: controls on fishing pressure, for example 412 
via total allowable catch, are needed whether or not the pattern of size7selectivity is balanced 413 
(Law et al., 2015a). But our results suggest that minimum7size restrictions without effort 414 
control will either increase fishing pressure on large individuals, or reduce the number of 415 
fishers that the fishery can support. This finding is consistent with results from Lake Kariba 416 







showing that, without size restrictions, fishers target progressively smaller sizes as fishing 417 
pressure increases, but that this results in higher yields than selectively targeting larger fish 418 
(Kolding et al., 2016a).419 
We do not claim that the Nash equilibrium gives the maximum sustainable aggregate yield; 420 
including more sophisticated types of behaviour could generate greater yields, for example by 421 
including cooperation among fishers (Sumaila, 1999; Mashanova and Law, 2005). Our 422 
finding is just that the biomass yield is greater than that obtained by restricting fishing to a 423 
relatively unproductive part of the size spectrum. The model applies in the case where the 424 
impact of a single agent on the fish stock is small. This is a reasonable model of individual 425 
fishers in a small7scale fishery, but would not apply if, for example, each agent represented a 426 
commercial fishing organisation capable of having a major effect on the stock.  427 
We have studied a model for a single fish species with the aim of understanding how 428 
individual7level decisions scale up to emergent patterns of aggregate fishing mortality. In 429 
reality, productivity is dependent on species as well as body size and it is an open question 430 
how emergent fishing mortality would be distributed in a multi7species community. We have 431 
used the simplest possible model for fishers’ choice of target body size for two main reasons: 432 
(i) we are interested in emergent phenomena and these results are at their most powerful 433 
when the simplest possible assumptions are made about individual behaviour (Axelrod, 434 
1997); (ii) fishers in small7scale fisheries are often operating with limited information and 435 
only have their daily catch rates as guidance to which catch method they choose. We do not 436 
claim that all types of individual decision7making will result in BH and the limitations on 437 
fisher behaviour that allow BH to emerge need to be investigated further.  438 
Different models of the ecological dynamics produce quite different predictions for 439 
productivity (Christensen et al., 2005; Froese et al., 2008; Jacobsen et al., 2014; Law et al., 440 







2015b; Andersen et al., 2016) and this is a matter of ongoing research. At equilibrium, 441 
productivity is known to be proportional to cohort biomass (Law et al., 2015b) and YPR 442 
models typically predict that the peak in cohort biomass is close to the size at maturity 443 
(Beverton and Holt, 1957; Froese, 2004). This issue does not affect our main conclusion, 444 
which is that fishing effort will become distributed in proportion to productivity, regardless of 445 
whether small fish are more productive than large ones or vice versa. However, it is 446 
important to recognise that increasing levels of fishing pressure will change the relative 447 
productivities of different body sizes (as seen for example in Fig. 1). 448 
Figure 5 shows the yield spectra of a small7scale, artisanal fishery in the Bangweulu Swamps 449 
of Northern Zambia, which is largely non7compliant with size7based regulations, and a 450 
highly7regulated commercial fishery in the Celtic Sea, which operates 	
 with mesh7451 
size restrictions and minimum landing sizes (see Supporting Information, section 3). In the 452 
Bangweulu Swamps, fish as small as 10 g and as large as 10 kg form a substantial part of the 453 
catch, and this has been stable over the last 50 years (Kolding et al., 2003). This shows that a 454 
small7scale fishery operating without size7based regulations can sustainably catch small fish 455 
while preserving larger fish in the ecosystem. This is consistent with the predictions of our 456 
agent7based fishing model, although not directly comparable with model results, which are 457 
for a single fish species (and not therefore intended as model validation). 458 
In contrast, in the Celtic Sea, fish less than about 250 g do not form a major part of the landed 459 
catch. During the period of data collection, smaller fish were also caught, but were discarded 460 
before landing. The absence of small fish from the catch is likely due to a combination of 461 
factors, including mesh size regulations, minimum landing sizes, quotas and economic 462 
drivers. Moreover, the results do not imply that commercial fisheries such as the Celtic Sea 463 
could sustainably expand to smaller fish at present. These fisheries typically have high 464 







fishing mortality on big fish. It would be dangerous to increase fishing mortality on small fish 465 
without first reducing fishing mortality on low7productivity fish and allowing the structure of 466 
the fish community to readjust. Nonetheless, the data show that there is a potential catch of 467 
relatively small fish that is currently being discarded and could be retained if the main 468 
priority were the maximisation of catch biomass for food.  469 
Applying the concept of a Nash equilibrium to a fishery where individual fishers must choose 470 
what size fish to target is a powerful approach because it make predictions that are not limited 471 
to a specific model for resource dynamics, a particular species, or particular set of gears. The 472 
requirement that all agents obtain the same return at Nash equilibrium implies that the 473 
biomass density of fish must be the same at all exploited sizes (Sheldon et al., 1972; 474 
Boudreau and Dickie, 1992), or conversely that the fishers exploit those sizes at which the 475 
biomass of fish is maximal. Real fisheries will deviate from the fishing patterns and catch 476 
distributions shown in Fig. 1 because of the imperfect size7selectivity of the gears that are 477 
available in practice,    	 	
 	 	
 0478 
. Nonetheless, our model predicts a widespread organising principle in which fishing 479 
effort tends to becomes distributed over body size in such a way as to equalize returns from 480 
targeting different sizes. 481 
482 
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8'* Parameter values for the size7spectrum model representing African catfish. Length 646 
at first maturity is approximately 30.8 cm (Fishbase, www.fishbase.org/summary/1934) and 647 
asymptotic length 67.5 cm (Kolding et al., 2003). Length  is converted to mass w using 648 
 = NOP  with N = 0.008	g cmP  and K = 2.983  (Kolding et al., 2003). Other parameter 649 




 Egg mass 0.001 g 
F Mass at 50% maturity 220 g 
( Asymptotic mass 2290 g 
TF Controls the body mass range over which maturation occurs  10 
T Exponent for approach to asymptotic body mass in 
reproduction function 
0.2 
 Proportion of reproductive output that is converted into egg 
production 
0.5 
 Food conversion efficiency 0.2 
U Search rate scaling exponent 0.8 
 Feeding rate constant 750 m3 g7α yr71 
$ Mean log predator:prey mass ratio 5 
% Diet breadth 2.5 
 Intrinsic (non7predation) mortality rate at birth 0.2 yr71 
V Exponent for intrinsic (non7predation) mortality 0.15 
,WXY Greatest body mass of plankton 0.02 g 
 Plankton density at body mass 1 mg 200 m73 
Z Exponent of plankton spectrum 2 
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* #%%%+ Biomass spectrum of the unexploited (dashed) and exploited (solid) 656 
systems. #%%%	+ Productivity (dashed) and aggregate fishing mortality (solid) as a function 657 
of body mass. #%+ 75 fishers. #%+ 1200 fishers. #%+ 3000 fishers. #%	+ 6000 fishers.658 
Results are shown after running the model for a total period 5 years with updating of fishing 659 
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		* Number of fishers against: the mean size of fish in the 663 
catch (dashed); the body size range over which the biomass spectrum is approximately flat 664 
(the two solid curves show the body sizes between which biomass density is within 10% of 665 
its maximum value), which approximately corresponds to the body size range being targeted 666 
by the fishers. Results are shown after running the model for a total period 5 years with 667 
updating of fishing gear at time intervals of ?* = 5 days. Dotted vertical lines correspond to 668 









 	   0* #%+ Biomass spectrum of the unexploited (dashed) and 672 
exploited (solid) systems. #%+ Productivity (dashed) and aggregate fishing mortality (solid) 673 
as a function of body mass. #%+ 75 fishers. #%+ 1200 fishers. Results are shown after 674 







running the model for a total period 5 years with updating of fishing gear at time intervals of 675 
?* = 5 days and with a minimum allowed target size of 100 g. 676 
677 
,
 3*   0 







*Number of fishers 679 
against: sustainable aggregate biomass yield without size7based restrictions (solid) and with a 680 
minimum target size of 10 g (dash7dot), 100 g (dashed) and 250 g (dotted). Results are shown 681 
after running the model for a total period 5 years with updating of fishing gear at time 682 
intervals of ?* = 5 days. Dotted vertical lines correspond to the three fishing intensities 683 







spectra calculated from catch data disaggregated by body mass from: a small7scale fishery 687 
without size7based regulations in the Bangweulu Swamps (blue); a highly regulated 688 
commercial fishery in the Celtic Sea (landings, green and landings+discards, red). 689 
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Model Description Probability P@  
of changing 
target size  
New target size ?,@ 
1 Probability of changing target size 
increases as catch decreases; new 
target size chosen completely 
randomly. 
1 − N@/Nmax Uni[0, B] 
2 Probability of changing target size 
increases as catch decreases; new 
target size is more likely to be 
chosen where biomass density is 
high. 




3 Change in target size is small when 
catch is high and large when catch 
is low. 
1 ?,@ + 1 − N@/Nmax
B/4		L0,1
 
4 Copy a successful competitor’s 
target size 
1 ?,f + 0.5L0,1
, where  
 Pr = Z
 ∝ Ni 
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Dear Professor Hart 
Thank you for your message regarding our manuscript ID FaF-16-Feb-OA-032 and for the 
opportunity to resubmit a revised version. 
We have substantially revised the manuscript in response to the issues raised by the two reviewers, 
and we have included a detailed point-by-point response to their comments below. In the revised 
manuscript, we have marked substantial changes from the previous version in bold, blue text.  
We hope that you now find the manuscript acceptable for publication in Fish and Fisheries. We look 










BH is a potential alternate harvesting strategy to current fisheries management that incorporates 
ecosystem considerations, and has been demonstrated to give high yield in biomass (though not 
necessarily in value) with low ecosystem impacts in small-scale subsistence fisheries, and simplified 
models. The models also suggest that under a BH regime the stocks are better able to resist 
overfishing. The remaining scientific questions are around the importance of natural variability, the 
science demands of such management, and the enforcement techniques required. There is an 
additional question around the aim of a fishery (yield in biomass or profits, value or employment), 
but that is more a political and social issue than a scientific one.  
 
Summary: 
The question raised in the introduction (and implied by the title), namely how can balanced fishing 
patterns arise in large-scale oceanic commercial fisheries, is of high interest in current fisheries 
management and research. However the paper does not address this large and important question, 
but rather the much more limited question of how BH could arise in a small-scale non-commercial 
fishery (where it has already been shown to arise in a real world example). This is discussed in the 
text (where the authors state that this work is a first step), however the title and to some extent the 
introduction are misleading, promising much more than the paper delivers. In a sense the idea that 
fishers free to target any size category and with no economic constraints should operate in 
proportion to the available biomass is trivially obvious, and as I outline below this does not 
automatically equate to BH. The importance of the work is to produce a model which can attempt to 
model fishing patterns that could lead to BH in a small scale non commercial setting – and this is an 
important necessary precursor to investigating a more commercial and large scale setting. 





We have changed the title by adding the words “in small-scale fisheries” to make the scope of our 
results clearer and avoid misleading the reader. We have also edited the Introduction by 
qualifying that our results apply to small-scale fisheries in several places (lines 59, 94, 138). We 
don’t agree that questions about small-scale fisheries are less important or more limited than 
large, commercial fisheries. 90% of the world’s fishers are in small-scale fisheries and these 
contribute around 75% of the global catch for human consumption. We have pointed out the 
importance of small-scale fisheries on lines 64-66 with some supporting references. 
We do agree that modelling fishing patterns that could lead to BH in a small-scale setting is a 
useful stepping stone towards investigating BH in a commercial setting and we have added some 
text around this in the Intro (lines 77-78). 
We don’t agree the results about how fishers free to target any size category will operate is trivial. 
Most fisheries models include an externally specified fishing mortality and size selectivity curve. 
Very few if any models have investigated how mortality and size selectivity emerge from the 
aggregate behaviour of independent individuals. The key result of our paper, that the emergent 
fishing mortality is closely matched to productivity across sizes, is completely novel.  
 
There is a critical issue over the way recruitment is modeled, which makes me worry that results 
obtained may be an artifact of a model oversimplification. The key result is that the unfished 
biomass density curve is flat topped, and remains so after the “free choice” fishing, which is 
interpreted as the fishing being balanced. However it may simply be that the fishing model acts to 
flatten out any peaks. Given the variability in recruitment of most marine fish stocks one would not, 
in general, expect a flat topped unfished biomass distribution. It is thus important to verify if the 
fishing is indeed balanced (preserves the shape of the curve at a lower level) or simply flattens out 
the curve (i.e. not balanced). I discuss this in more detail below, along with a test that the authors 
could perform to check what is going on. 
We think the reviewer may have misunderstood a key point here. The unfished biomass density 
curve is NOT flat topped; our results is precisely that the fishing model acts to flatten out any 
peaks in the biomass density (dashed curves in Fig. 1 are not flat topped, but solid curves are). We 
have rewritten the relevant text to make this clear (lines 291-296). The definition of BH is NOT that 
the biomass density curve remains the same shape, but that fishing occurs in proportion to 
productivity (this is the standard definition of Garcia et al 2012). Thus, we make no inference from 
the biomass graphs in the left-hand column of Fig. 1 about whether fishing is balanced or not. But 
these graphs DO demonstrate our prediction of a Nash equilibrium, in which all fishers are 
obtaining the same catch because the biomass is the same at all targeted sizes. Our inference that 
fishing is balanced comes from the right-hand column of Fig. 1 where we see the emergent fishing 
mortality curves are closely matched with the productivity curves. Again, we have clarified the 
relevant text to make the logic of this argument clearer (line 304-306). 
Regarding recruitment, almost any theoretical paper that includes a recruitment function 
(whatever its shape in terms of density dependence or not) has this ‘fixed’ and constant for 
simplicity, and does not include variability (unless recruitment variability is the specific objective 
of the investigation).  The main caveat that we needed to make clear is that our model analysis 
concerns equilibrium behaviour. Clearly, real systems frequently do not operate at equilibrium 
due to  a range of factors including environment variability. Nonetheless, equilibrium analysis is a 
powerful and widely used tool in many fisheries models that can give insight into the behaviour of 





the system, without attempting to predict complex non-equilibrium dynamics. We have added 
some qualifying text about this (lines 72-74). We have added some caveats about the recruitment 
model and noted that it does not include environmental factors which can lead to a significant 
amount of year-by-year noise in the recruitment (lines 173-176). 
In addition, we have added some results showing the effect of variable recruitment from year-to-
year. To simulate this, every 1 yr we set the egg production parameter 0 to be a log-normally 
distributed random variable (which allows for occasional large recruitment years). The results are 
included in Supporting Information (Fig. S7) (following on from the result showing the effect of 
noise in fishing mortality) and referred to from the text line 353. As the graphs show, this causes 
additional noise in the productivity, biomass and fishing mortality and there is some variation 
from one year to the next. However, the qualitative result – that fishing causes the biomass 
density to be flattened and the fishing mortality is closely matched with productivity – is 
unchanged. This shows that the results are not an artefact of the stable recruitment model. 
 
Many of simplifications are reasonable in a modeling context (e.g. the constant and equal effort of 
all fishers, single species model), and while the fishing selection model may be simple it seems 
effective and appropriate. The focus on fishing selection rather than overall effort is also valid, these 
are separate issues. However the recruitment simplification one is not reasonable in this context, for 
reasons discussed in detail below. The generality mentioned in the discussion for the modeling 
approach is valid (with the exception of the recruitment variations). The paper is generally well 
written, except for the disconnect between the “advertising” in the title (and to a lesser extent in the 
introduction) and the work presented, and the paper represents an important step forward in BH 
research.  




In addition to the limited nature of the simulation, there is a second, potentially serious problem, 
which is not addressed in the paper. The recruitment model used is a linear function of adult 
biomass. This means that recruitment is, in a sense “stable” (not constant, but not varying except 
with the biomass distributions within this model). 
The reviewer is correct that we are using a density-independent **reproduction** function. 
Density dependence (e.g. Beverton & Holt or Ricker curves) are generally used because Y/R 
models do not have density dependence (DD) incorporated, so it has to be put in with a stock-
recruitment curve. In the size-spectrum model, density-dependence acts via predation at all life 
stages and is not restricted only to an assumed stock-recruitment curve. In fact, if recruitment is as 
usual interpreted as survival to a specific age or size, then the size-spectrum model does have a 
density-dependent relationship between stock and **recruitment**, because survival depends on 
the density of predators. Recruitment is therefore not an external assumption, but is a model 
output. We have added text explaining this aspect of the model on lines 166-173. In addition, we 
have added a graph to supporting information (Fig. S2) to show the relationship of calculated 
recruitment with spawning stock biomass. This produces a familiar looking density-dependent 
curve, similar to a Beverton-Holt model. 






This does not at all reflect the case in most oceanic fish stocks, where recruitment is highly variable 
and driven by a range of  (typically poorly understood) factors including small scale overlap with 
food, small scale overlap with predators, currents, temperature, salinity and more. The result is 
typically runs of years with poor to average recruitment with sporadic “good yearclasses”, up to an 
order of magnitude (or more) higher than the surrounding years. This simplification matters to 
question addressed here, and I suspect may have a high impact on their findings. If recruitment is a 
linear function of adult biomass one would expect an exponentially decaying number of fish by age 
in the unfished population, and it may be the case that growth would balance out mortality giving a 
“flat topped” biomass by size curve. However, in a typical fish stock this is not the case, rather there 
is a “bump” that propagates through the size distribution as a good yearclass grows and ages. This 
bump is not related to productivity at that size category, but to the historic factors at the smallest 
sizes that gave rise to the good yearclass. Hence fishing according the biomass and fishing according 
to the productivity become different. In a multispecies model one could argue that such bumps for 
individual species “average out” to a smooth curve, but this model is single species so that does not 
apply. 
We agree that in reality environmental variability can cause large changes in the system over time. 
However, our recruitment model does NOT mean there is an an exponentially decaying number of 
fish by age in the unfished population. This is because the mortality rate is not assumed to be 
constant, but is dependent on predation mortality, which typically declines quite substantially 
with age. Thus there is no assumption, explicit or implicit, that growth balances mortality to give a 
flat-topped biomass. The flattening of the biomass spectrum seen in the results is a solely 
consequence of fishing, and emerges regardless of the precise rates of reproduction, growth and 
mortality.  (See below for discussion on the effects of a strong yearclass).  
 
My reading of their fisheries selection model is that fishermen actually target size categories based 
on the biomass at each size category. In a stable recruitment model this is also proportional to 
productivity (since both follow an exponential decay). However in a situation with good yearclasses 
this is no longer true – fishery can be either proportional to biomass at size OR to productivity at size 
of capture, since these are no longer related. It is therefore possible (even likely) that the results 
obtained are an artifact of the simplification on recruitment – the fishermen are simply flattening 
out whatever unfished curve exists, and this just happens to look like the unfished curve in this 
particular example. There is some hint of this in figure 5 where the slight peak in the large biomass is 
“fished down” to the flat curve. 
The results are not an artefact of the model used for recruitment, as we have now shown with the 
additional results on variable recruitment. The recruitment model determines the abundance of 
fish of the smallest size in the model. What happens to these fish subsequently is purely 
determined by the amount of food available for them to grow, the number of predators that are 
eating them and the fishing mortality. Neither productivity nor biomass follow an exponential 
decay, and these two curves are not proportional. This is clear from Fig. 1 which shows that the 
biomass (left column) and productivity (right column, dashed curves) curves have quite different 
shapes and are not proportional to each other. Yes the fishers are flattening out whatever 
unfished curve exists – that is precisely the prediction of the Nash equilibrium – but this does NOT 
look like the unfished curve, which is not flat.  






It should be relatively easy to test this. In addition to the current model runs, do a run in which a 
single large yearclass is artificially induced (say by a factor of 10). It is possible that the authors may 
also need to increase the frequency at which fishermen change size categories, since the model 
mechanism (in which fishermen have no advance knowledge of what size to fish) is likely to be 
relatively slow to converge and thus might or might not be fast enough to follow the “bump” if they 
fishermen do not resample often enough. In effect, the described Nash equilibrium is only valid for 
given model year, and will need to be recalculated each year as the yearclass propogates through 
the population. Such a test would identify if the fishers are following productivity (and thus BH) or 
biomass (and thus not, in general, BH). In this case a flat biomass spectrum would NOT indicate BH, 
since it would imply higher fishing pressure based on biomass distribution (not productivity 
distribution) to artificially create a flat size spectrum that was not present in the unfished stock. BH 
would be indicated by a preservation of the “bump”, but at a lower level. 
We have performed the test suggested by the reviewer. In fact, the dynamics are significantly  
more complex than the reviewer suggests due to interactions among yearclasses (which are 
typically not accounted for in Y/R models): the increased biomass in the good yearclass acts as a 
major food source for larger fish, meaning that they can grow faster and therefore have higher 
productivity. As the good yearclass grows, it inflicts higher predation mortality on its prey, which 
are subsequently depleted leading to reduced productivity. This leads to a number of peaks and 
troughs of varying sizes in the biomass curve. Nonetheless, the behaviour of the fishers “following 
the bump(s)” can be seen as an increase in fishing mortality that follows the high biomass size 
range. However, this high fishing mortality then reduces the yearclass back down to “normal” 
levels, and the system subsequently reconverges to the equilibrium state.  
These results can be seen in the Figure appended at the end of this document. We have not 
included this in the paper because, as we have now explained, this is an equilibrium analysis and 
we believe a comprehensive analysis of non-equilibrium behaviour is beyond the scope of the 
current study. The reviewer is correct that the match between F and productivity is an equilibrium 
result and that F may be more influenced by biomass than by productivity when the system is 
away from equilibrium. As our results also show, when the fishing pressure is relatively low then 
fishing effort is concentrated on the size where the biomass is at its greatest (whether that is an 
equilibrium state or a bump in the biomass due to a good yearclass). There is clearly a complex 
interplay between biomass, productivity and time-dependent dynamics away from equilibrium 
that needs further investigation. However, this is beyond the scope of the current work. We have 
added a paragraph discussing these issues and clarifying the limitations of the equilibrium results 
(lines 382-389).  
 
A separate issue with recruitment is that typical data from fisheries suggest that up to some SSB 
level there is a strong relationship between adult biomass and recruitment, but past that point the 
link to adult biomass disappears and only “environmental” factors matter. This is something that the 
authors should include in future models (as it would affect the absolute level of fishing a stock could 
withstand), but does not affect the findings here or the test described above. 
We agree that incorporating a saturating stock-recruitment relationship, e.g. Beverton-Holt curve, 
into the model is something that could be looked at in the future, although as we now show (lines 





168-173 and Fig. S2) model recruitment does have this type of relationship with SSB, but this is a 
model output rather than an assumption.  
 
I am no expert on fresh water stocks. It may be that recruitment pattern presented here is valid in 
these cases – in which case the words “stable recruitment” should be added to the title and this 
limitation discussed in order to avoid giving the impression that the results are valid for typical 
marine stocks. In any case the test described above should be carried out in order to check if the 
fishermen are actually “doing BH” or not – even if the unfished biomass curve is unrealistic for this 
species the test is still a necessary diagnostic. 
We have added clarifying statements that the results are for an equilibrium model (line 72-74 and 
382-389), and that this effectively means stable recruitment (line 176). We prefer not to include 
this in the title as it would make it rather clumsy (and there are many examples of equilibrium 
models in fisheries science that do not explicitly include this word in the title). 
 
Side note: recruitment can be modeled as a separate process or (as here) as a productivity on the 
youngest life stages. For these purposes it really doesn’t matter if they boost the egg production or 
reduce mortality on the youngest life stages – the aim is not to realistically model the processes 
behind a large yearclass (which people have been failing to do for over a century), but rather to 
induce one and follow the effects as a diagnostic test. 
We agree that either of these would be valid modifications to the recruitment model that could be 
tested. The results we have described here to have investigate variations to recruitment were 
obtained by changing egg production, rather than mortality on the youngest life stages.  
 
Small-scale, non-commercial 
On the other point, of simulating a small-scale non-commercial fishery, the authors do a good job of 
discussing the impact of price differentials. It would also be worth mentioning that cost of capture 
also varies (e.g. fishing adults on a spawning migration of demersal fish should give lower cost per kg 
than fishing on a mixed population spread over the feeding grounds). This means that even absent 
price differentials, there is likely to be an incentive to target some size categories. The authors 
should also note in the discussion that while oceanic fishermen have considerable freedom to 
change their size selection, this freedom is not absolute (a long line fisherman in the example above 
could target the adults on the spawning migration or the mixed population on the feeding grounds, 
but could not feasibly target the smallest individuals at any viable capture cost per kg).  
We have added a comment that these differentials can arise from variations in the cost of capture 
as well as variations in the market price (line 404). We have also added a caveat that there are 
limits on the ability of fishers to change their size selection (line 478).  
 
In addition to the above test being necessary, I would also strongly recommend that the words 
“small-scale, non-commercial” be added to the title to avoid the current misleading impression 
currently being given. 





We have added the words “small-scale” to the title. We prefer to avoid using the word commercial 
as defining a commercial versus a non-commercial fishery in different environments is not 
straightforward. No fishery is completely non-commercial: fishing for just food is also a business-




Comments to the Author 
The paper investigates how fishing selectivity patterns can emerge on a single species, given that the 
fishermen chose to fish at the sizes that maximize their yield. The paper uses a previously published 
ecological model (with some slight parameter changes), and couple it with a simple model describing 
fisherman behavior. Balanced harvesting is generally a concept dealing with patterns on the entire 
ecosystem, but one of the big controversies is the call for fishing immature fish. This paper does not 
deal with this as such (as we already know from Law et al (2015), this particular model promotes 
fishing small fish for an increase in yield), but it implicitly becomes a large part of the ms as that 
particular ecological model prediction influences fisherman choice in the behavioral model.  
The results presented in the ms are relevant and novel because it shows how a fishing pattern can 
emerge given some biological characteristics (i.e. the productivity) of the target species. What is not 
so novel about the results is that the fishing pattern (that maximizes yield) emerging is almost 
identical to the Law et al (2015) pattern, which was already shown to increase yield over a “flat” 
fishing pattern. This is an outcome of the assumptions given in this particular ecological model, and 
other models in fisheries science will often predict a different outcome (e.g. the “basic population 
model” mentioned by Froese et al. (2015).  
We agree that other models predict a different relationship between productivity and body size 
and we have discussed this on lines  115-125. The novel result here, relative to the results in Law 
et al (2015) is not in the distribution of fishing mortality over body size per se, but the observation 
that the fishing mortality is proportional to productivity. This is a genuinely novel result: in Law et 
al, the fishing mortality was specified to be proportional to productivity, which in practice would 
require the productivity to be known and management steps taken to match fishing mortality with 
it; here the match emerges from the model as a consequence of selfish individuals’ behaviour as 
opposed to any central management. We now explicitly point this out on lines 125-128. One of the 
strengths of this result is that it is not dependent on the specific choice of ecological model. If 
other models are correct and the productivity of large, mature fish is higher, then this would be 
reflected in the fishing mortality that would emerge from individual fishers’ behaviour as we have 
modelled. This is discussed in lines 439-446.  
 
The model applied in the ms assumes that all fish over a certain size can only grow by eating their 
conspecifics (cannibalism). This induces strong adult density dependence. On the contrary, another 
assumption is that the background spectrum (only up to 0.02 g) is constant, which makes it 
impossible for density dependence for small sizes to emerge (there is no food competition). Adult 
density dependence is very rarely observed in marine systems, whereas it has often been observed 
early in life making the generality of the results less significant. I am no expert in African Catfish, but 





I find it unrealistic that the adults only grow from eating their offspring, as these species are usually 
generalists and feed on diverse diets (such as insects and birds, see e.g. fishbase).  
We have now pointed out these assumptions of the size spectrum model explicitly and noted that 
they are the subject of debate and that alternative assumptions are possible (lines 115-123)  
However, we again emphasise that the result about the emergent match between fishing 
mortality and productivity does not depend on the assumptions about strong cannibalism or 
constant background spectrum. To help test the robustness of our results to the assumptions of 
ecological model, we ran a set of model simulations with the constant background spectrum 
replaced by a fixed von Bertalanffy growth function. Under this formulation, instead of  
growth = growth from eating plankton + growth from eating smaller conspecifics, 
we have 
 growth = 0.5*(VB growth rate) + 0.5*(growth from eating smaller conspecifics) 
We also reduced the predation mortality by 0.5 and increased intrinsic natural mortality by a 
factor of 2. Overall, this shifts the model away from one where the dominant predation/growth 
mechanism is cannibalism to one that is a mixture of canniabilism (which is a function of 
population abundance) and fixed, density-independent growth and mortality.  
We obtain a similar flattened biomass spectrum and a close match between fishing mortality and 
productivity. We have added this graph to Supplementary Information (Fig. S8), referred to from 
the main text (line 354). Many variations in assumptions are possible here and they cannot all be 
tested, but this backs up our point that the emergence of the Nash equilibrium is not tied to a 
specific ecological model.  
African catfish are generalists, which includes a significant element of cannibalism. As we 
comment in the paper (lines 135 and 428-431), it would also be of interest to see what happens in 
a multi-species system in which the relative important of cannibalism decreases as fish are preying 
on several different species.  
 
I believe this warrants rigorous discussion of 1) how the advanced complexity of the behavioral 
model is a novelty over the results found in Law et al (2015), and 2) how the assumptions in this 
model differ from assumptions commonly applied in models used in fisheries science and how they 
affect the results.  
We have added some discussion of how the behavioural model provides novelty relative to Law et 
al (2015), (lines 125-128). We have also added a comment that it could be applied to any chosen 
model for the dynamics of the fish stock (line 237) and some text describing how the assumptions 
of the behavioural model differ from standard models in fisheries science (lines 209-211).  
 
In conclusion, I believe that the ms should be accepted for major revisions given that the authors can 
adequately correspond to the concerns listed above and justify the novelty of adding the behavioral 
model compared to the results achieved in Law et al (2015). In that case I would look forward to 
reading the final version in FaF.  
We thank the reviewer for these positive comments. We believe we have responded to the 
concerns listed, and we have justified the novelty of adding the behavioural model (lines 125-128). 





Law et al (2015) effectively assumes perfect knowledge about stock productivity in achieving a 
fishing pattern that results in BH. This paper assumes no knowledge at all, other than a fisher 
knowing how their own catch compares to those of others in the fishery. This is particularly topical 
when some of the criticism against BH is that it will be difficult to achieve with imperfect 
knowledge of productivity. 
 
Minor  
In general I am not impressed with the structure of the ms; the introduction contains several 
sections that belong in the discussion (e.g. 63-75), the methods and results include several sections 
that belong in either introduction (e.g. l. 261-271) or discussion (e.g. l. 272-276). The discussion also 
includes some results (Figure 5). I appreciate the well written language in the ms, but even though 
this is a revised version, I still think the paper needs a significant rewrite and tightening of structure.   
Regarding lines 63-75, we chose to put these in the Introduction to make sure that the limitations 
to our arguments were clear up front. Given the comments of both reviewers on the previous 
version, we wanted to be su e that we did not mislead the reader into thinking that our results are 
more general than they are. Hence, we prefer to keep these qualifying statements in the 
Introduction rather than moving them to the Discussion. 
We have now moved lines 261-271 to the Introduction. We have reduced the text previously on 
lines 272-276 to a single, short sentence (now line 281) as this issue is covered in more depth in 
the Discussion section. In the previous revision, we moved Fig. 5 to the discussion section to make 
clear that it is separate from the results of the model on not directly comparable to them, as the 
reviewers pointed out.  
 
l. 335: I appreciate the sensitivity to model assumptions. But why not test any of the assumptions in 
the ecological model (e.g. constant background spectrum, all food over a certain size is acquired by 
cannibalism).   
As described above, we have now added some results (Fig. S8) testing the ecological model 
assumptions about the growth rate and reducing the importance of cannibalism relative to an 
externally specified, density-independent growth. 
 
Figure 1: Would the authors suggest to fish with a fishing mortality of 30 yr^(-1) (!!) on 1 g fish to 
maximize yield? It seems rather extreme, and probably an artifact of some rates in the model (which 
I suspect doesn’t change the equilibrium result anyway). This warrants an explanation at least. 
We have added to qualifying text to make it clear that we are not suggesting this would be a good 
idea as this level of fishing pressure would be a very dangerous place for the fishery to operate 
(lines 329-333). This is to the right of the maximum in the yield curve in Fig. 4 and close to the 
point at which the stock collapses. As a side note, the species modelled is a relatively fast growing 
(von Bertalanffy k=0.51 /yr); slower growing species would support a substantially lower fishing 
mortality (lines 190-193). 
 





Figure 5: I have a hard time understanding how this figure fits into the ms. Since the Celtic Sea has a 
catch of species with different asymptotic size than African Catfish, it is expected that the relative 
catch will have a different size composition.  
As commented above, Fig. 5 is separate from the model and not directly comparable to model 
results. In fact the Bangweulu data in Fig. 5 is not just catfish but includes several different species. 
The Celtic Sea data also includes several different species, all of which different asymptotic sizes. 
What is most interesting about Fig. 5 is that, although the fisheries display similar catch 
characteristics at large sizes, the Bangweulu fishery catches fish down to significantly smaller sizes 
than the Celtic Sea. This is not model validation, but it is consistent with the model results that 
individual agents in a small-scale fishery will target small fish and that, as long as overall fishing 
pressure is not too high, this can be sustainable.  
 
  






Non-equilibrium dynamics resulting from the occurrence of a period of high reproduction. Egg 
production was inflated by a factor of 100 between t = 1 yr and t = 1.5 yr. Graphs show fishing 
mortality F (solid), productivity (dashed) and biomass density (dash-dot) as a function of body mass 
w. To plot all 3 curves on one graph, F is scaled by 20 /yr, productivity by 2 g/m3/yr and biomass by 
0.2 g/m3. At t = 1.7 yr, the “strong yearclass” can be seen as a peak in the biomass curve (red 
arrow)and there is a corresponding peak in F (green arrow). At t = 1.8, the yearclass has grown 
slightly larger and the peak in F has followed it, though it lags slightly behind the biomass peak as it 
takes time for the fishers to respond to changing catches. Over time, the biomass of the strong 
yearclass is reduced by fishing and the system gradually evolves back towards the equilibrium state, 
where the biomass is flat topped and F is closely matched to productivity.   
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